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Abstract 

 

From many perspectives there is a need to understand more of how capacity, signal systems, and 

driving behavior interact, and naturally since ERTMS is in its early stage, some areas are still 

unexplored. The number of retrofitted ERTMS lines and new designed ERTMS lines are increasing in 

Europe, which implies extra focus on the capacity optimization in the network planning process. 

Many of these signaling projects involves going from traditional national lineside signaling to ERTMS. 

One of the parameters in capacity assessments that is relatively unexplored is the impact of the train 

driver. One important knowledge gap to fill is how simulation parameters should be adapted for 

more realistic capacity planning, based on driving behavior. ERTMS support new possibilities of 

signaling with its design of line speed profiles, but what consequences does the choices lead to? It is 

an important topic since ERTMS is a paradigm shift in train driving, and driveability has an impact on 

safety, energy consumption, and capacity. The purpose of this PhD project is adding knowledge to 

this field. The work has been carried out incrementally, beginning with investigation of driving 

behavior with Swedish traditional lineside signaling (ATC), and with this new information proceeding 

to the area of ERTMS. In the next step, train driving behavior was investigated for ERTMS with a new 

measuring method based on the standardized ETCS radio signaling. ERTMS lines have been evaluated 

as more challenging to drive, and a systematic literature review was conducted to understand ERTMS 

driveability and how driveability can be assessed. In the overall picture the impact on driveability 

originates from both technological, organizational, and train driver aspects. Analyzing the research 

objectives in this area aims at contributing to a more effective and beneficial network planning 

process. Lastly, one of the proposed methods to achieve increased driveability, speed-filtering, was 

examined and revealed good effects on driver workload, capacity, and energy consumption. Using 

traditional train traffic measurement methods based on train onboard equipment are associated 

with legal challenges and time-consuming post-processing, and the new proposed ERTMS remote 

method initiates a new efficient framework for this research purpose. From a method perspective, 

the train driver simulator enables comprehensive driver behavior studies, where safety regulations 

normally constrain real train setups. 
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Sammanfattning 

 

Ur flera perspektiv finns det ett behov av att förstå mer om hur kapacitet, signalsystem och 

körbeteende samverkar, och eftersom ERTMS är i ett tidigt skede är det naturligt med vissa 

outforskade områden. Antalet ERTMS-linjer som bygger på gamla signalprojekteringar och 

nyprojekterade ERTMS-linjer ökar i Europa, vilket innebär extra fokus på kapacitetsoptimering i 

planeringen av järnvägsnätet. Många av dessa signalprojekt handlar om att gå från traditionell 

nationell signalering till ERTMS. En av parametrarna i kapacitetsbedömningar som är relativt 

outforskad är tågförarens inverkan. En viktig kunskapslucka att fylla är hur simuleringsparametrar bör 

anpassas för en mer realistisk kapacitetsplanering baserat på körbeteende. ERTMS stöder nya 

möjligheter att signalera med sin design av hastighetsprofiler, men vilka konsekvenser får valen? 

Detta är ett viktigt ämne eftersom ERTMS är ett paradigmskifte i tågförning, och körbarhet påverkar 

säkerhet, energiförbrukning och kapacitet. Syftet med detta doktorandprojekt är att bidra med 

kunskap inom området. Arbetet har utförts stegvis, först genomfördes en utredning av körbeteende 

med svensk traditionell signalering (ATC), och med denna nya kunskap sedan vidare till ERTMS-

området. I nästa steg av projektet undersöktes förarbeteende för ERTMS med en ny mätmetod 

baserad på standardiserad ETCS-radiosignalering. Metoden erbjuder ett brett spektrum av analyser 

av tågförning för ERTMS på ett nytt effektivt sätt. ERTMS-linjer har utvärderats som mer utmanande 

att köra, och i perspektivet av detta genomfördes en systematisk litteraturgranskning för att förstå 

ERTMS körbarhet och hur körbarhet kan bedömas. Från ett övergripande perspektiv påverkar både 

tekniska-, organisatoriska- och tågföraraspekter körbarheten. Forskningen inom detta område syftar 

till att bidra till en mer effektiv och hållbar signalplanering. Till sist studerades en av de föreslagna 

metoderna för att öka körbarhet, nämligen hastighetsfiltrering, som visade goda effekter på 

arbetsbelastning, kapacitet och energiförbrukning. Användning av traditionella mätmetoder, 

baserade på ombord-utrustning, är förknippade med juridiska utmaningar och tidsödande 

databearbetning. Den nya föreslagna mätmetoden möjliggör ett nytt effektivt ramverk för detta 

forskningsområde. Från ett metodperspektiv möjliggör tågförarsimulatorn omfattande 

körbeteendestudier där regelverk förhindrar studier i en riktig lokförarmiljö. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 
Today there are over 20 different national signal systems around Europe, each system different from 

one another. This situation creates barriers for the rail traffic flow between countries. The high-

speed train between Paris, Brussels, Köln, and Amsterdam is equipped with seven different signal 

systems to be able to perform its cross-border route.  

The next generation standardized rail signaling system, European Rail Traffic Management System 

(ERTMS) is an important signal project that is being implemented to improve cross-border 

interoperability throughout Europe. ERTMS is a radio communications-based continuous signal 

system that is expected to save maintenance costs, improve safety, and increase traffic capacity 

(Railway Technology, 2020). The technical layers consist of the European Train Control System (ETCS) 

and the provider for data communication Global System for Mobile Communications–Railways (GSM-

R). ETCS components consist of Eurobalises, the radio block central (RBC) and the onboard unit 

(OBU). The responsibility for the OBU is to process the input from Eurobalises and RBC, to provide 

the onboard signaling and speed control. This means supervising the present and coming speed limits 

and prevent that the train passes any stop signal. If the driver overruns the speed limit or does not 

introduce the braking in time, the OBU will brake the train and reduce the speed. The ERTMS concept 

is a new standardized generation of train control and signaling, which includes the automatic train 

protection (ATP), supervising the train speed and braking (Stanley, 2011). Technical and operational 

requirements for interoperability demand coordinated interfaces between equipment and 

applications. This requires convergence from several national railway systems into a single system 

(Smith, Majumdar, & Ochieng, 2013).  

The automatic train protection system ATC (Automatic Train Control) used in Sweden is based on 

both lineside- and in-cab signaling and serves two purposes: safety and capacity. ATC has been the 

dominating train safety system in Sweden since 1980 (Lawson, Wallin, Bryntse, & Friman, 2020) and 

is used in conjunction with trackside equipment, such as optical signals, shunting signals and speed 

boards. As a safety system ATC prevents consequences of driver errors. Capacity has been increased 

in terms of enabling higher speeds and decreased headway compared to traditional lineside signaling 

(Harms & Fredén, 1996). The first version of ATC was introduced 1979-1980, and a new version was 

launched 1993 named ATC-2. This is the version used today and is referred to as ATC in this 

document.  

The Swedish Transport Administration (TRV) and associated signal planning consultants make 

capacity assessments of ATC and ERTMS to study the design and planning of lines. These assessments 

are performed with RailSys, a commercial train traffic simulator with support for both ATC and 

ERTMS, which is in line with the infrastructure and timetable optimization intention of the software 

(Bendfeldt, Mohr, & Müller, 2000). The simulator is used to ensure operating times and punctuality 

when introducing ERTMS, as well as for modeling and studies of new ERTMS versions. Overall, there 

is a need to develop the field of ERTMS simulation and improve the basis for ERTMS planning, clarify 

differences and similarities to ATC (Köhler & Knutsen, 2017). Driving simulators offer important 

opportunities for an efficient and valid training not only for novice drivers, but also for experienced 

drivers (Casutt, Theill, Martin, Keller, & Jäncke, 2014; Lees, Cosman, Lee, Fricke, & Rizzo, 2010; 

Pollatsek, Vlakveld, Kappé, Pradhan, & Fisher, 2011). The VTI train driving simulator is developed 

together with the Swedish train operators and train driver educators and supports both ATC and 
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ETCS signaling (Thorslund, Rosberg, Lindström, & Peters, 2019). Further, it enables an environment 

where changes in signaling, rolling stock, and ETCS versions are easily achieved, which facilitates 

driver behavior studies. The simulator has been used extensively in the fourth study described in this 

thesis. 

Apparently, from many perspectives there is a need to learn more about of how capacity, signal 

systems, and driving behavior interact. In the current situation with retrofitted ERTMS lines and new 

designed ERTMS lines, there is an intention from TRV to optimize capacity, with respect to driver 

workload. To be able to compare ATC and ERTMS, the effect of driving behavior on running times 

needs to be investigated for both systems respectively. One important knowledge gap to fill is how 

simulation parameters and driver information should be adapted for a more realistic capacity 

planning, based on driving behavior. The contribution of this thesis adds new and important 

knowledge to this gap. 

Naturally, since ERTMS is in its early stage, some areas are still unexplored. One of these areas are 

the driveability assessments. It is an important topic since ERTMS is a paradigm shift in train driving, 

and driveability has an impact on safety, energy consumption, and capacity. In this area the PhD 

project assist with new insights. 

The work has been carried out incrementally, beginning with investigation of ATC, and with this new 

information proceeding to the area of ERTMS. An increasing need for an efficient ERTMS train 

dynamics measuring method led to the next step in the project: development of a new measurement 

method and method-based tool. To increase knowledge about driver behavior, a literature review 

with focus on ERTMS driveability was performed and followed by a driver simulator field study, 

reveling effects of driveability arrangements. 

1.2. Cab signaling systems; ATC and ERTMS 

Cab signaling systems fall into two main categories, intermittent and continuous. Intermittent 

systems are updated at discrete points along the line and between these points the in-cab display 

will reflect information from the last information update. This can typically be at a balise point along 

the track. On the contrary, continuous cab systems receive a continuous flow of information about 

the state of the track ahead. Changes in the driving information can appear at any point to reflect an 

update in the track condition.  

The Swedish ATP system ATC and provides in-cab information to the driver, but only at discrete 

points and thus falls into the intermittent category. One disadvantage is that there could be 

situations where the in-cab information can be out of date, and in these situations the only way to 

stop the train is through driver action or by disconnecting the catenary power. 

ETCS provides continuous signaling information to the train and the driver. The system is fail-safe 

since emergency brake can be applied from the dispatcher at every point, and if signal information to 

the train ceases, the emergency brake is applied. These systems provide a more efficient operation 

than intermittent systems. A signal can be sent at any time, changing the pre-conditions for the 

driver and enables for example moving block functionality. The signal planning process enables 

optimizing line speed profiles according to track preconditions when the limit of signaling is not 

reduced by the cost of lineside signals, balises and speed boards. 
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1.2.1. Intermittent in-cab signaling ATC 

ATC has been the dominating train safety system in Sweden since 1980 (Lawson, Wallin, Bryntse, & 

Friman, 2020) and is used in conjunction with trackside equipment, such as optical signals, shunting 

signals, and speed boards. It is based on both lineside and in-cab signaling and serves two purposes, 

safety and efficiency. ATC supports the driver in permitted speed changes and prevents 

consequences of driver errors. Efficiency has been increased in terms of enabling higher speeds and 

decreased headway compared to traditional lineside signaling (Harms & Fredén, 1996).  

Figure 1 shows an ATC overview with discrete signaling points, consisting of main signals, pre-signals, 

and speed boards with its corresponding balises. The driver machine interface (DMI) is named ATC 

panel. Drivers are guided both by track-side signals and in-cab signaling. A centralized traffic control 

(CTC) is connected to the interlocking.  

 

 

 Figure 1. ATC system overview. 

Figure 2 shows the driver view of the ATC track-side signals and the in-cab ATC panel. The DMI 

information is to a large extent limited to the main and pre-indicator display, guiding the driver 

towards stop or a speed reduction by showing target speed, flashing digits to rise driver attention 

and various sound notifications. A train configuration part is placed on the right side, including 

maximum train speed, length, retardation value, brake delay time, and allowed curve overspeed. 

Main and pre-signaling displays are placed on the left side. 
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Figure 2. Track and in-cab ATC view on Jönköping line. The ATC panel main window shows a permitted speed at 
40 km/h (screenshot from VTI train simulator). 

1.2.2. Continuous in-cab signaling ETCS 

ETCS involves three core levels of technical operation; level 1-3. In Sweden level 2 is implemented on 

three lines – Botnia line, Ådal line and Haparanda line (Trafikverket, 2020a). The validation study 

described in research objective 2, section 2.2, was performed at the Ådal line. This PhD project is 

focused on operation with level 2, with train movements continuously monitored by the radio block 

center (RBC). The movement authority (MA) is transmitted from RBC to the train via GSM-R and is 

presented as speed and route data in the DMI, according to Figure 3. The RBC is connected to an 

existing interlocking system connected to point machines and train detectors as axle counters and 

track circuits. Note that per definition, CTC and interlocking systems are not a part of the ERTMS 

system. 

 

Figure 3. Overview of ERTMS Level 2 inspired by Søndergaard (2009). 
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From the Eurobalises, train position is calculated via the odometer system (axel sensors, radar, etc.). 

In traditional odometry, the train distance is measured by recording wheel rotations, which means 

that wheel geometry and track condition affects the accuracy. For ETCS, the accuracy is often 

increased by using a positioning platform, generally combining several types of sensors. A 

synchronization of the platform and infrastructure is essential and is performed at every Eurobalise 

(Apel & Strahl, 2011).  

One of the challenges with the transition to ERTMS and ETCS is the significant shift in train driver’s 

way of working. When applying in-cab signaling, the safety system communicates track status and 

condition information continuously to the DMI. From a Swedish perspective this means a change 

from lineside optical signals and the in-cab ATC panel, described in section 1.2.1, to a pure ETCS in-

cab system. The ETCS DMI presents the permitted speed, driving state, track ahead conditions, train 

position, monitoring, and supplementary driving information, see Figure 4. ETCS also includes a train 

protection system, which takes control if the driver does not respond appropriately to dangerous 

conditions. 

 

Figure 4. Screenshot of the Driver Machine Interface of ETCS, highlighting the areas of the display (ERA, 2016). 

1.3. Train Driving behavior 
There are different aspects of driving behavior with different impact on the running time. From an 

operational perspective four train driving phases are defined: acceleration, cruising, coasting, and 

braking. These phases are described in detail in section 1.4.1. Operation modes can be seen as 

different conditions required for managing situations with different status of the trackside 

equipment and the train itself (European Commission, 2022). An overview of these modes are 

described in the following sections. 

On a driver individual basis, the interaction with the signal system differs, specifically braking 

towards different signaling targets. These targets can be stopping points, reduction in speed, or 

stations without any stop restriction. The effects on train driver behavior can be measured in 

different ways. One method is to conduct deceleration measurements when approaching targets or 

to conduct distance/time measurements between train and the braking curves computed by the 

onboard ATP system.  

1.3.1. Driving practices ATC 

For ATC, the driver is guided and supervised by permitted speed, target speed, target distance, and 

track gradient. Target speed and permitted speed are received from balises and together with the 
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train configuration processed by the onboard equipment and presented in the in-cab ATC panel. 

Track gradient and target distance are used as input for the braking curve calculation and are also 

received from the balises. However, these properties are not presented to the driver. ATC 

distinguishes between operational modes and to what extent the trackside is equipped with signaling 

hardware. The two most important modes are Shunting and Normal, and the track level can be 

divided in fully equipped, partly equipped and unequipped (Banverket, 2006). Depending on the 

situation, the driver needs to cope with all combinations of operational mode and equipped level. In 

normal operation on an unequipped line, no more than ceiling speed is supervised, however in the 

same mode, ceiling and target speed are supervised at a fully equipped line. 

One of the basic ideas of ATC is the train retardation curve, defined as the latest possible trajectory 

which can decelerate a train from a current speed to a safe signal target (Banverket, 2006). Train 

speed is supervised both in accordance with the retardation curve, to fulfill signal targets, and with 

the permitted speed as per track and train. Regarding train driving behavior connected to the ATC 

interventions, two categories of drivers exist; those who waited for the in-cab indications before 

taking actions, and those who planned their trip and acted before the indications and interventions 

(Olsson, Kecklund, Ingre, & Jansson, 2001). Braking according to the retardation curve affects 

capacity in terms of differences in running time. Note that both retardation and deceleration are 

used in this thesis. Both concepts refer to a negative train acceleration. Retardation is used in the 

domain of ATC braking curves, and deceleration in other cases. 

ATC monitors the train speed for the whole train route. If the speed exceeds permitted speed +9 

km/h, the system applies service brake. Ahead of speed restrictions, the speed is controlled in 

relation to the braking curve and to the signal target. The emergency brake is applied if either the 

emergency braking curve or a stop signal is passed. Generally, the ATC system shows the same 

information as lineside optical signals and speed boards. This is displayed on the ATC panel. The 

system knows the train deceleration capability and the distance needed for braking the train at a 

specific target, and if the driver ignores all warnings, the ATC will intervene and stop the train. The 

different warnings intervals: flashing and tone are shown in Figure 5, together with braking curves. 

Interventions and warnings are adapted to the train speed. A driver in a train with higher speed is 

warned at an earlier point (areas B, C, D) and braking is activated with service- and emergency brake 

similarly.  
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Figure 5. ATC warnings and braking curves, Ansaldo STS (Städje, 2008). 

1.3.2. Driving practices ETCS 

ETCS monitors several operation modes such as full supervision, on sight, staff responsible, shunting 

and reversing. In full supervision mode all train and track data, which is required for complete 

supervision of the train, are available. In this mode, the onboard ETCS equipment is responsible for 

train protection ensuring that ceiling speed and the end of authority are not exceeded. 

Compared to ATC an enriched data configuration DMI process is provided. The planning area 

visualizes the track ahead with gradients, speed restrictions, level crossings, power sections, and 

starting points of braking curves, see area D in Figure 5. In contrast to ATC, overspeed is not fixed. Up 

to 110 km/h, 5.5 km/h overspeed is allowed. From 110 to 210 km/h the overspeed is increased 

linearly from 5.5 to maximum value 10 km/h (UNISIG, 2016). 

Legacy systems can be integrated within ETCS with the use of a Specific Transmission Module (STM). 

This module enables the train to read legacy balises and present the information in the same manner 

as a pure ETCS line. 

Several braking curves and intervention levels are defined in the ERTMS standard, see Figure 6. Close 

to, or at the end of limited authority, the indication curve (I) functions as a driver indication. The time 

between the I-curve and the permitted curve (P) allows the driver to react to a new target, without 

overpassing the permitted speed. The intention of these braking curves is to guide the driver towards 

the new target. Driving with a speed below the P-curve, gives a margin to intervention while a driving 

speed over this limit means a high risk for brake intervention. When trespassing the warning curve 

(W) the last warning before intervention is given. The braking curve related to the speed decrease 

due to the emergency brake is called EBD (Emergency Brake Deceleration) curve. Targets are divided 

in two groups. Either a speed reduction, limitation of authority (LOA) or an end of authority (EOA). 

The position of the target is provided by the RBC and is used by the ETCS on-board to compute the 

EBD curve, which depends on train, track, and target characteristics. 
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The characteristics of the rolling stock will determine the shape of the EBD-curve. For a given piece of 

track, a train with an inefficient emergency brake will have a flatter curve than a train with high brake 

power. In the OBUs real time processing, the EBD and the measured train speed are compared and 

the required distance to stop (or decelerate) is calculated. If these limits are trespassed, the OBU will 

order a brake intervention. If the OBU supports service braking, targets are also supervised by the 

braking curve based on service brake (SBD). In Figure 6 the deceleration and indication curves are 

visualized for an EOA target.  

 

 Figure 6. Emergency (EBD)- and Service (SBD) brake deceleration curves together with the indication curves; 

Warning (W), Permitted (P) and Indication (I). 

1.3.3. Braking behavior  

Another challenge is to estimate the start and end of the braking phase. Theoretically it can be 

considered as an acceleration section replacing the tractive force by the braking force of the train, 

where the driver has a high impact on the vehicle braking contribution. How to determine the 

deceleration, without any explicit definition, is a challenging issue when comparing measurements 

(Powell & Palacin, 2016). The braking phase is also affected by the type of signal target (Powell & 

Palacin, 2016; Rosberg & Thorslund, 2020) as well naturally by the pre-signaling distance. In general, 

all restrictive speed targets are pre-signalled in ATC, and the distance differs depending on the signal 

target. 

Estimating the running time in the braking phase is rather complex. Under normal circumstances, the 

driver uses comfort braking, and the train´s fully brake capacity is reserved for an emergency stop. 

Both in ATC and ETCS, the braking curves are calculated with (segments of) constant braking 

(Banverket, 2006; UNISIG, 2016), which may lead to underestimates of running time in timetable or 

capacity calculations.  

Train braking has been measured and approximated with constant deceleration rates in several 

signaling projects, however the measurement method is seldom described. One suggestion of values 

is displayed in Table 1 (Pachl, 2014). 
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Table 1. Suggestion of constant deceleration values for different train types (Pachl, 2014). 

Train type Deceleration 

Suburban trains (service braking) -0.525 m/s2 

Passenger trains (service braking) -0.375 m/s2 

Freight trains (service braking) -0.225 m/s2 

Suburban trains (sharp braking) -0.7 m/s2 

Passenger trains (sharp braking) -0.5 m/s2 

Freight trains (sharp braking) -0.3 m/s2 

 

In this sample, service braking is 0.75 times the value for sharp braking. For comparison, a typical 

acceleration and deceleration pattern for a suburban train is shown in Figure 7. With a range of 

deceleration values from 0 to -1 m/s2, it is clear that applying a constant deceleration is a 

simplification of real train driving.  

 

 

Figure 7. Acceleration and deceleration graph with highlighted station stops for a suburban train in Stockholm 
2020-10-01. 

1.3.4. Train and brake categories 

Train category is used to group trains with similar speed constraints. This is further based on their 

curve capabilities (Trafikverket, 2020b). In Sweden four categories are used: A, B, C and S. Example of 

train configurations and its corresponding category: freight trains (A), standard EMUs (B), EMUs with 

optimized dynamics (C), and high speed trains with tilting body (S). 

The service and emergency brakes are train dependent. For freight trains with a pneumatic brake (P-

brake), service brake induces a main pipe brake pressure at 4 bar, full brake (or sharp brake) 3.5 bar, 

and emergency brake pressure at 0 bar. For an Electric Multiple Unit (EMU), the service and 

emergency brakes depend on the train brake-setup. The Regina EMU, used in this project, is 

equipped with Electric Pneumatic (EP) brake, regenerative brake, and magnetic rail brake. For this 

vehicle type, the service brake induces full regenerative and EP-brake. Emergency brake induces full 

regenerative brake, EP-brake, and the rail-brake. 

1.4. Driveability 
When it comes to driveability there are a couple of definitions that needs to be clarified. These are 

presented and explained in the following sections.  
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1.4.1. Driving style, driving strategy, and driveability 

The driving style is defined as a quantitative measure of driver behavior, which is the actions of the 

driver in operating the controls to achieve a certain level of acceleration or braking, in order to meet 

the target line speed profile for the particular operational phase (Powell & Palacín, 2015). The four 

operational driving phases are defined as acceleration, cruising, coasting, and braking (Powell & 

Palacín, 2015), according to Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. The four driving regimes showing the train driving phases from start to stop. 

Definition of the phases can generally be described as: 

• Accelerating: the driver has set the throttle to demand tractive effort and the speed is 

changing. In most cases the speed will be increasing, however on a steep uphill gradient it is 

possible that the speed may be decreasing or kept constant. The situation when speed is 

constant or decreasing, and tractive effort is demanded, is also defined as accelerating.  

• Cruising: the driver uses the throttle and brake controller as required to maintain train speed 

close to a target speed. The target is typically the permitted speed.  

• Coasting: a period of free running, with the throttle set to ‘Off’ and the brake controller set 

to ‘Release’. Short coasting phases are often found when changing from accelerating to 

braking or vice-versa. 

• Braking: the driver uses the brake controller to reduce speed or to stop. As for the 

acceleration phase, a similar situation with a steep downhill gradient where the brakes are 

applied but speed is increasing could arise. 

 

Driving strategy is defined as the choices made in determining the driving style. The most common 

driving strategies considered in literature and practice are: Maximal Coasting, Reduced Maximum 

Speed, Energy-Efficient Train Control, and Minimum Time Train Control strategy (Scheepmaker, 

Willeboordse, Hoogenraad, Luijt, & Goverde, 2020). 

Driveability is defined as the ease and reliability with which train drivers can perform train operations 

in accordance with rules and procedures, throughout the range of operational and ambient 

conditions applicable to each train, within the operational context and while performing typical 

required duties (RIS, 2018). Another definition is based on a socio-technical system approach. Here 

the driveability is the degree of support that the system offers the driver to achieve the main goals of 

the train driving task (Kecklund & Nordlöf, 2015; Nordlöf, Hägglund, & Kecklund, 2014). Both 

definitions are stipulative and comprising the meaning of driveability. The latter definition is more 

comprehensive and is used in the scope of this study. 
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For the socio-technical approach, a Human – Technology – Organization (HTO) model can be used. 

Applying HTO to driveability is presented in Figure 9. In this model, the train driver represents the 

human, interacting with both technological and organizational aspects. Driving style, driver state and 

qualification are individual for each driver. However, all drivers are affected by the operating rules 

and in case a certain driving strategy is preferred and prioritized by the operator (employer). 

 

Figure 9. An HTO-model of ERTMS, with aspects from Humans, Technologies and Organizations and their 
impact on the concept of driveability, inspired by Kecklund and Nordlöf (2015). 

1.4.2. The railway planning process 

The railway planning process can be described as a set of stages from the most long-term decision 

activities to daily operational concerns. In Figure 10 the process is illustrated by the strategic, tactical, 

and operational level. In the generalized optimal process, each planning level is dependent of both 

input from the previous step and feedback from the subsequent level. Different countries have 

different approaches to the concerns of the planning process, and stages can be more or less 

integrated. The nature of network planning is long term, related to the infrastructure and costly to 

change or modify. From a HTO perspective this stage affects the driver from the technology 

perspective. 

But driveability issues can be found during different stages of the planning process. Trains operating 

on a tight schedule derived from the tactical level, or real time issues on the operational level will 

naturally affect the driveability. These issues are typically originating from the organization part of 

the HTO model. 
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Figure 10. Railway planning process (Lusby, Larsen, Ehrgott, & Ryan, 2011). 

1.4.3. Driveability signal assessment 

Assessing driveability involves aspects from different parts of the HTO model. In the present research 

scope the focus is on aspects originating from the technology part that forms the train signaling. A 

well-designed signaling system supports good compatibility with train operations, i.e., the train 

drivers are provided with adequate signaling information to take good train driving decisions. 

Assessing driveability from a signal perspective means that a set of practices are applied to control 

the compatibility of the signaling system with the train operations. Examples of poor ETCS 

compatibility are: ETCS marker boards to close to each other, which confuses the driver where the 

movement authority potentially ends; line speed profiles with masked braking curves; line speed 

profiles with too frequent speed changes. These important issues have been highlighted by several 

researchers (Powell & Palacin, 2016; Kecklund & Nordlöf, 2015), however not widely explored.  

1.4.4. Speed filtering  

One method to avoid negative consequences from line speed profiles with too frequent changes, is 

to filter or merge the speed changes (Rosberg, Cavalcanti, Thorslund, Prytz, & Moertl, 2021). With a 

well-designed filter the driver style will be impacted, decreasing workload, maintained line capacity 

and decreased energy consumption. Traditionally, TRV and consultants have performed signal 

planning projects, which results in a basic line speed profile based on the current track conditions. By 

removing or merging speed-changes, as shown in Figure 11, the driver will have more time for 

outside cab attention but also decreased possibility to catch up with timetable delays.  
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Figure 11. Example of a basic line speed profile and a filtered profile for a category B train (10-15 % allowed 

overspeed). The green areas are speed increases suggested for filtering.  

1.5. Timetable and capacity consumption 
Train scheduling co-ordinates train paths for an effective usage of the infrastructure. Further it 

ensures predictability, producing timetable data for passenger information, and is essential for an 

effective rolling stock and crew scheduling (Pachl, 2014). This process is described as the Tactical 

level in Figure 10. Running time has a direct impact on train scheduling and planning sufficient 

headway between trains is another important requirement.  

Several aspects on railway capacity makes the capacity area complex and comprehensive. It involves 

systems as the railway infrastructure, rolling stock, timetable, and human behavior. Some of the 

capacity factors are; number of tracks connecting the stations, station track layout, signaling system, 

rolling stock, mixed traffic, operation philosophy, market demand, reliability, and delay acceptance of 

railway customers (Lindfeldt, 2015; Pouryousef, Lautala, & White, 2015).  

For the purpose of this thesis a straightforward definition is sufficient. In general, the capacity of a 

railway line is defined as the number of trains that can safely pass within a period of time. The UIC 

406 method was first published in 2004 and evaluates the railway capacity consumption. First step is 

to divide the entire railway network into smaller line sections, typically at junctions, overtaking’s, 

stations, transition between different number of tracks etc. Next step is to compress timetable 

graphs for the sections respectively, so that the time when the infrastructure is not occupied by 

train´s is equal to zero. An example for a single track is shown in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. Compression of timetable graphs for a single track according to the UIC 406 method (UIC, 2013). 
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Capacity consumption (or utilization) is defined as the utilization of the infrastructure for a given 

section and can be measured over a given time according to:  

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒+𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 
∗ 100 [%]  (1) 

Where the additional time is the time needed to secure quality of operation. Occupancy time is the 

total time required for one train to pass through a single block. This variable includes a time safety 

margin required before the train enters the block, journey time of occupied block, time for clearing 

the block, and time required for switching of signals to allow occupancy of the next train. 

From Figure 13 two capacity factors are visible, the running time and the train headway. Headway is 

the distance between two trains measured in time or space, and it is limited by the signaling space 

distance. Decreasing the signal spacing enables trains to run closer, i.e., a decreased headway and 

increased line capacity. However, the headway is limited by the trains braking distance. In terms of 

network robustness, disturbances in running times affect the capacity if no additional time has been 

added. A decreased headway is a prerequisite for the ability to catch up with lost time. From a driver 

perspective there are several factors that influence the capacity. The running times are affected by 

different driving behavior in the four operational driving phases. 

 

Figure 13. Track line with three signaling blocks. Train B can enter a block with a green or yellow light and must 
reduce speed in the yellow blocks to the point where they can stop within the sighting distance (Rawlings, 

2007). 

From the perspective of TRV, a 24-hour capacity utilization over 80 % is considered as a high level 

where the traffic is sensitive to disturbances and maintenance work is challenging to schedule. In 

practice this means that quite a few trains on a single-track line with few meeting points, will 

generate a high-capacity consumption. For a double track line an extensive traffic is needed to reach 

the same level of capacity consumption. A utilization level of 61–80 % means a not fully used line 

capacity but still there could be difficulties to satisfy the needs of all stakeholders. A level below 60 % 

implies that there is space for more traffic or maintenance work. TRV is also measuring capacity 

utilization during 2 hour peak traffic. The reason for this is that there can be periods during one day 

that are heavily trafficked despite the capacity utilization is below 80 % (Trafikverket, 2020b). 

ETCS restrictive drive conditions and safety margins compared to ATC, can increase driving times, 
tending to result in lower capacity, or less-than-expected improvement (Rönn, 2009; Landex & 
Jensen, 2019). Another capacity aspect is the line speed profile design, where badly planned profiles 
can lead to driveability issues. Number, frequency, and position of speed changes were identified as 
the main sources of problems during driveability evaluations, especially in retrofitted lines (Kecklund 
& Nordlöf, 2015). However, these capacity impact issues have not been analyzed further or 
quantified. In general, there are rather less data available for how trains are actually driven on lines 
with ERTMS, which is confirmed by other researchers (Powell & Palacin, 2016).  
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For lineside signaling systems drivers tend to adopt a braking rate significantly smoother than the 
deceleration values used by railway undertakings (Bešinović, Quaglietta, & Goverde, 2013). In Dutch 
simulations a constant braking rate of -0.5 m/s2 is used (Vergroesen, 2020). In UK, a set of journeys 
was collected from train data recorders of diesel multiple units on a regional route that has a mixture 
of conventional lineside signaling and ERTMS. Data showed deceleration estimates were around 0.3 
m/s2 (±0.05 m/s2), with no statistically significant difference between ERTMS and lineside signaling 
(Powell & Palacin, 2016). In Sweden a braking rate of -0.6 m/s2 is traditionally used for lineside 
signaling capacity analysis. 
  

1.6. Challenges in collecting train dynamics data 
When it comes to research on capacity and train driving, there are different challenges in collecting 

data. A train driving simulator gives one possibility to record the parameters of interest. However, 

regarding measurements of speed and acceleration there are concerns. Generally, it has been found 

that car drivers underestimate their speeds in a driving simulator (Hussain, et al., 2019). The same 

phenomenon is likely be found in train simulators and justifies measurements on real physical trains. 

In Sweden, all trains equipped with ATC have a travel recorder, recording vehicle and signaling 

parameters. However, the ATC travel recorder is enclosed with both legal and technical challenges. 

First, the data is owned by the train operator and may contain sensitive data connected to train 

drivers. Second, there are different suppliers with different solutions for data format and download. 

In this project, these issues resulted in an ATC data collection method generally based on GPS 

positioning and video recording of the driver environment, using external measurement equipment. 

Collecting train data via GPS and video is time consuming in terms of several manual steps associated 

with both technical equipment preparation and data analysis (Rosberg & Thorslund, 2020). 

A study from Great Britain focusing on operational phases (Figure 8) was based on data from travel 

recorders of diesel multiple unit trains (Powell & Palacin, 2016). The same method was used on iron-

ore line in northern Sweden for capacity analysis (Köhler & Knutsen, 2017). In the Netherlands track 

occupation field data have been used to estimate the train trajectory and driving behavior (Bešinović, 

Quaglietta, & Goverde, 2013). In these studies, the measurement method is not in focus and thus not 

presented in detail. However, there is a need to clarify the prerequisites enabling adequate 

comparisons between research results. This thesis is an important step in this research area. 

From an ERTMS perspective the lack of data on how trains are driven has been highlighted (Powell & 

Palacin, 2016). An increased understanding of train driver behavior related to the new European 

system is essential for smooth international collaboration. ERTMS enables two new possibilities 

when it comes to data collection; the juridical data recorder (JRU) logging train events standardized 

by IEEE Standard 1482.1-1999 (IEEE, 2014) and a standardized radio signaling, which can be tracked 

with different types of Operation and Maintenance (O&M) software (Rosberg & Thorslund, 2022). 

The JRU records the driver actions, train conditions, and signal parameters. Analogues to ATC, there 

might be legal issues, as the train operator owns the data stored, and this needs to be fetched 

onboard the train. Another way of logging train dynamic is by tracking the data transfer between 

Radio Block Centre (RBC) and OBU, according to Figure 14. Using this opportunity means that a broad 

spectrum of train data can be analyzed in terms of driving behavior, signal planning, and capacity 

without any physical interaction with the trains. 
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 Figure 14. ERTMS radio communication overview showing the signal flow from the RBC to the OBU via the GSM 

nodes. 
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2. Research objectives 
With the context presented in the introduction, five main objectives of this thesis were stated. First, 

driving behavior in terms of braking and acceleration was examined. Second, an approach was made 

to develop a new method based on ETCS radio-data to achieve a smoother train data collection. The 

second objective was raised during work carried out within the first objective. The third objective 

was to analyze ERTMS railway driveability regarding how this may be assessed and improved. In the 

fourth objective one of the suggestions of driveability improvements from the third study was 

examined. The last objective was to quantify the capacity loss based on the findings in the first and 

fourth study. The first four objectives have each generated one scientific paper, and the fifth 

objective has pointed out a specific focus for evaluation. An overview of papers and evaluation focus 

with their corresponding research questions are presented in Table 2. 

2.1. Objective 1: Measurements on train driving behavior for lineside signaling 

(ATC) 
The first objective was to strengthen the knowledge in the area of lineside (ATC) signaling, capacity 

and driving behavior. The approach was examining the differences between the train traffic 

simulation (e.g. RailSys), and real train driving in terms of braking, acceleration, braking related to the 

ATC retardation curve, and braking towards signal targets. These are all parameters that effect the 

line capacity. 

2.2. Objective 2: Development of method for efficient train dynamics data 

collection for ERTMS 
The second objective was to develop a new train data collection method. As presented in section 1.6, 

the existing methods are afflicted with legal or practical circumstances. The goal was to introduce a 

new way of collecting data, based on the standardized ETCS radio signaling. The new method takes 

the ETCS message log as input and generates speed, signaling, acceleration, and deceleration graphs. 

ERTMS signaling O&M system commonly offers this possibility to track and log the ETCS message 

flow, which is the information base for this method. 

2.3. Objective 3: A systematic literature review in the field of ERTMS driveability 
The third objective was to investigate the area of ERTMS driveability. Train drivers in Sweden have 

reported many implementation problems during the introduction of ERTMS and the ETCS pilot lines 

have been evaluated as more challenging to drive compared to the previous signaling system. To 

understand what affects the driveability and how it can be assessed, this was analyzed from a railway 

planning and HTO model perspective. 

2.4. Objective 4: Impact of ERTMS speed-filtering on driving behavior 
The fourth objective was to investigate the impact of line speed profile filtering on driving behavior. 

These questions were addressed as a result of the literature review (objective 3). The main aim was 

to understand the overall effects on train traffic and train drivers from speed-filtering. To reach this 

aim the effects from different filter levels on running time, braking pattern and train energy 

consumption have been evaluated in a train driving simulator environment.  

2.5. Objective 5: Impact of driver brake behavior on ATC and ERTMS capacity  
The fifth objective was to quantify the capacity impact from ATC and ETCS driver brake behavior. This 

question emerged from the results of objective 1 and 4, showing a more restrictive driving behavior 

than expected. This objective was raised to address the capacity consequences and the approach was 

to examine running time and headway with train traffic simulation (e.g. RailSys). 
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Table 2. Research papers included in this study with its corresponding research questions. 

Paper title/Evaluation focus  Research questions 

1. Simulated and real train driving in a lineside 

automatic train protection (ATP) system environment 

 

Does the braking behavior differ 

depending on the ATC signal target? 

How does the train driver follow the ATC 

retardation curve? 

How does simulation of train braking and 

running times differ from real train 

driving? 

 

2. Radio communication-based method for analysis of 

train driving in an ERTMS signaling environment 

No research questions addressed. Paper 

describes a new radio-based train 

measurement method. 

 

3. Driveability Analysis of the European Rail Transport 

Management System (ERTMS) - A Systematic 

Literature Review 

What are the main sources of driveability 

issues when driving in lines with ERTMS?  

 

How can driveability be assessed? 

 

4. Impact on driver behavior from ERTMS speed-

filtering 

 

What effect do speed-filtering have on: 
1. capacity in terms of running time? 
2. train driver brake behavior? 
3. train energy consumption? 
4. train driver workload? 

 

5. Capacity evaluation with RailSys 

 

What capacity effect does a more realistic 
braking rate have for lineside ATC and 
ERTMS? 
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3. Research methodology 
To fulfill the first objective, an in-cab train measurement setup for ATC-trains, based on GPS and 

video recording was designed. The methods for defining different driving behaviors are presented in 

section 3.1. Regarding the second objective, developing a new data measurement method for ERTMS 

was the aim of the research. The methodology behind is presented in section 3.2. In the third 

objective the ERTMS driveability area was investigated by conducting a systematic literature review, 

which is presented in section 3.3. Fourth objective was fulfilled with a train simulator field 

experiment setup which is described in section 3.4. Lastly the capacity evaluation methods are 

described in section 3.5.  

3.1. ATC and train driving behavior 

3.1.1. Data collection 

The ATC train measurements were performed at Jönköping line, between station Falköping and 

Nässjö. A single-track line with approximately 10 stations and meeting points with a running time of 

around one and a half hour was used. This track section was chosen based on several premises; 

single track conditions, regional EMU traffic, and the fact that the track section exists in the VTI train 

driver simulator. The two first premises are important for future comparison with ERTMS, which is 

only implemented at single track lines trafficked with regional EMU traffic. For future research, the 

connection to the VTI train driving simulator is important.  

GPS position, speed, and driver window view were collected with the VBOX measurement equipment 

from Racelogic (Racelogic, 2020). An additional GoPro video camera was used to collect data from 

the ATC driver panel and the train brake level display.  

The video recording from the GoPro camera was input to Observer XT software, were the main 

signaling and the pre-signaling were tracked by observing all information in the ATC panel. The 

output from the software was a time-signaling data file, which was combined with the GPS data. One 

example of the combined output is shown in Figure 15. 

 

 Figure 15. Speed and signal graph by combining GPS data with data extracted from the GoPro camera. 

3.1.2. Defining the deceleration 

Powel and colleagues (2016) have pinpointed the difficulties of estimating the start- and end point of 

the braking phase. The lack of an explicit definition on how to determine the deceleration is an issue 

when comparing measurements. A new three-step approach based on actual train speed was 

introduced in this area. The measurement is independent of the usage of the brake controller. 
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The basic idea behind the three-step method is calculating the deceleration from three speed 

samples (pstart, pstop, pmid). The samples are picked from the measured braking curve. After the points 

are decided, the average acceleration can be calculated for the linear curves from the start point to 

middle point and from the middle point to stop point, respectively. The deceleration is determined as 

the average value of the two linear curves. The following criteria were set for the points:  

• pstart - point where train speed was 5 km/h below permitted speed 

• pstop - point where train speed was 5 km/h over target permitted speed 

• pmid - point where train speed was in midway between speed in pstart and speed in pstop 

 

The thresholds were chosen to avoid the start and end brake sections where the deceleration has a 

high variation, see Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16. Train speed-time graph overlaid with ATC permitted speed and measurement points to determine 

deceleration. 

3.1.3. Driving and ATC signal targets 

The brake behavior is affecting the running time. To classify if there are differences between braking 

towards different signal targets, three braking categories were selected. Braking towards a 40 km/h 

target, braking towards ≥ 70 km/h target and braking towards a station without any restrictive signal 

point. The latter situation can appear when a train is approaching a station on the main track, and no 

restrictive signal forces the train to stop. In this case the train route is clear, without any occupation 

in the block section in front of the train. However, the train is scheduled for a stop according to the 

timetable. All signal points in the same category were gathered and an average value of deceleration 

was calculated.   

3.1.4. Driving and R-curve 

The train R-curve is defined as the latest possible trajectory, which can decelerate a train from a 

current speed to a safe signal target, where the brake build-up time is taken into consideration. This 

trajectory is also identified as the curve passed when entering braking interval D in Figure 5. Another 

example of R-curve pointing at a signal target 115 km/h is illustrated in Figure 17.  
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If the driver does not act as expected and does not brake the train and adjust the speed to a new 

limit, the ATC system will brake the train unconditionally if the train speed crosses the R-curve. 

However, the system allows the driver to exceed the speed limit with up to 9 km/h to enable a 

smoother speed monitoring. Note that this allowed overspeed is always limited by the R-curve, 

which is given by equation (2). 

𝑠𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 
=   (𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛  

2 − 𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
2 ) 2𝑏 + 𝑡𝑏𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛⁄  [𝑚]   (2) 

𝑏 = 𝑏𝑓 + 𝑘𝐺      (3) 

Where srcurve is the distance from R-curve to the target at the position for vtrain. Vtrain is the train speed 

[m/s], vtarget is the target speed [m/s], b given by (3), and tb is the brake build up time. bf  is the ATC 

deceleration number for the specific train, entered by the driver on the ATC panel. Parameter k is set 

to 0.01 m/s2 (Banverket, 2006) and G is the average track gradient [‰] given by track balises to the 

ATC onboard system. For the EMU used in this study tb is set to 5 s and bf  to 1.11 m/s2. 

 

Figure 17. Relation between train speed (vtrain), ATC permitted speed, and deceleration braking curve (R-curve). 

drcurve [m] is measured as the distance from the train speed curve to the R-curve at a point 5 km/h below the 

permitted speed. The R-curve will reach the target speed tb s before the target point. 

Comparison of train deceleration with R-curve was divided in two steps: Comparing the deceleration 

of both curves and measuring the distance from actual speed curve to the R-curve. The distance 

measurement, drcurve, was measured from the speed curve 5 km/h below the permitted speed to the 

R-curve. The average deceleration was calculated according to section 3.1.2. The comparison of 

acceleration and distance quantifies the driver’s closeness to unconditional ATC brake behavior, as 

illustrated in Figure 17. 

3.1.5. Driving compared to RailSys simulation  

For the methodology behind comparing RailSys simulation and real train driving two aspects were 

considered. First, the simulated running times between stations on the single-track line were 

compared with measured running times. All different train routes were included i.e., the average 

running and simulation times for one of the track sections (station to station) is based on all routes 
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for this section. RailSys simulation was performed with the same preconditions, i.e. using the same 

train model, track route and identical signaling conditions. RailSys was also configured with a traction 

force curve taking wheel-rail adhesion into consideration, where Curtius-Knifflers formula was used 

in accordance with the recommendations in RailSys user guide provided by TRV (Trafikverket, 2016). 

The braking rate was set to -0.6 m/s2 and the run time allowance to 3 % according to the RailSys user 

guide. The running time allowance parameter is used in Sweden for balancing different driving 

behavior. 

Secondly, the difference between RailSys and real measurements in acceleration and deceleration 

behavior was analyzed. Three acceleration and deceleration points for each section between stations 

formed one average value respectively. For RailSys the points were given by the simulation tool, and 

for the real train drive the VBOX equipment was the measurement source. The samples were chosen 

randomly at the following speed ranges; speed ≥ 90 km/h, speed ≤ 50 km/h, and one point in 

between.  

RailSys calculates running resistance according to the European standard (EN 14067-4:2013+A1:2018, 

2018), where the running resistance in open air under zero wind conditions is described as: 

𝑅𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐶1 + 𝐶2𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 + 𝐶3𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
2  [𝑁]    (4) 

Where 𝐶1 + 𝐶2𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 is the rolling resistance and resistance from cooling air and ventilation, 𝐶3𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
2  

is the aerodynamical resistance, and 𝑣𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 is the train speed [m/s]. Parameters C1, C2 and C3 are set 

according to the EMU in the simulation (C1 = 1100, C2 = 12,5, C3 = 0,44). RailSys also takes curve, 

gradient, and rotating mass resistance into consideration. However, the calculations and parameters 

are not specified or documented (RMCon, 2020).  

3.2. Efficient train dynamics data collection for ERTMS 
In this section the methodology of a new method for train data collection for the new signaling 

system ERTMS (with at least level 2) is presented. The method is focused on estimation of basic train 

dynamics as speed and acceleration. Compared to the ATC data collection method in section 3.1.1, 

this method does not require any preparation of the trains included. 

3.2.1. ETCS messages and data extraction 

The ETCS speed-signal graph can be extracted in a considerably easier way compared to ATC. From 

the standardized signaling, all information can be fetched and extracted. The format of the ETCS 

messages is defined in the System Requirements Specification (UNISIG, 2016). Messages are based 

on packets and variables.  

To achieve this, two messages must be decoded, Message 3 Movement Authority (MA) and Message 

136 Train Position Report (TPR). The MA is a transmitted downlink, direction RBC to the OBU, and 

includes packet number 15 Level 2/3 Movement Authority, number 5 Linking, number 27 

International Static Speed Profile (SSP), which is the standard expression for the permitted line speed 

profile. These packets include the reference balise, balise route positions, and line speed profile. For 

the OBU to RBC messages in the uplink direction, TPR packet number 0 Position Report contains 

information of the position and speed of the train. Combining these messages and packets, according 

to the data extraction flow in Figure 18, generates a speed-distance graph according to Figure 19. 
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Figure 18. Flow chart for the ETCS message extraction. 

 

 

Figure 19. Speed and signal graph based on ETCS message extraction. 

However, the speed samples based on the variable V_TRAIN (train speed [km/h]) in TPR, is given with 

a low resolution (5 km/h). This is the reason why another speed measuring method was developed 

and tested in parallel. This method is described in section 3.2.2.  
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3.2.2. Speed and acceleration calculation 

Another way of calculating speed is based on train position (D_LRBG) reported by TPR. The basic idea 

behind this alternative method is to measure the average speed of the train between two TPRs, 

which can be calculated as the travelled distance between two reports divided by time difference 

based on the train borne clock. The train position is however reported with different accuracy and 

confidence interval depending on the odometry system. 

The odometer error is divided in two parts, the balise location accuracy and the under/over-reading 

error. The total performance requirement is set to  5 m + 5 % m of the measured distance (UNISIG, 

2015). The under/over-reading values are dependent of the measured distance and are reported in 

the position report packet within the variables L_DOUBTOVER and L_DOUBTUNDER. Balise location 

accuracy is given by the variable Q_LOCACC in the Linking package. With these preconditions, 

position reports sent close after passing LRBG, have a high impact from Q_LOCACC, and could be 

more inaccurate than position reports sent at a longer travelled distance from LRBG. This accounts 

for the relation between the confidence interval and the travelled distance from LRBG. The 

confidence interval, according to Figure 20, is increasing with the travelled distance. 

 

Figure 20. Principles for ETCS train positioning. 

In this alternative method to calculate speed, it is important to minimize the impact from the 

uncertainty in the odometer system. One straight forward solution to avoid position reports with 

high faults, is to delete all position reports with a certain level of error (i.e. within a certain 

confidence interval). The problem with this solution is that every deleted position report implies a 

lost speed sample. This has a large impact on the sampling rate in a situation where all sample points 

are needed. A normal situation with TPRs every 6 second generates a sampling rate on 0.17 Hz. 

Another way to handle position reports with a high level of uncertainty is to calculate speed samples 

over a larger distance interval. This is a way to avoid building inaccurate speed samples. From a 

methodological point of view this is performed by introducing a measuring distance limit, dmin. If the 

measured distance between two reports do not exceed dmin, the measurement is expanded to the 

next position report that fulfills the distance limit. With this approach all position reports will 

contribute to a speed sample.  

The challenge with this way of creating speed samples is in the low-speed area. When the train has 

stopped, the algorithm will iterate to the position report that fulfills dmin. This point is not reached 

until the train has started to move and reach the limit, dmin, and will thereby form many high fault 

speed samples, see Figure 21. 
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 Figure 21. Speed samples with GPS compared with radio-based measurements in the low-speed area. 

This phenomenon is avoided by setting dmin to 0 in the low-speed area. In this study the low speed 

was defined as < 15 km/h.  

3.2.3. Method validation including data collection 

To validate the two different ways of collecting and calculating speed samples, the method output 

was compared with a high performing GPS VBOX measurement equipment from Racelogic 

(Racelogic, 2020), collecting position, speed, and UTC time. The validation and data collection were 

conducted on Ådal line with two types of EMUs. 

To achieve the maximum accuracy (0.1 km/h) on speed samples from VBOX, at least a minimum of 

four satellites must be locked to the equipment (Racelogic, 2020). In the speed validation only VBOX 

samples with signal coverage of 12 satellites were used. The sampling rate is high (10 Hz) and the 

samples with low GPS coverage could be deleted without losing enough comparing samples. To 

quantify this, the average error was calculated as the difference between VBOX speed and radio-

based method. The standard deviation of the average error was also determined.  

In Figure 22 the speed comparison between VBOX and radio-based method is illustrated.  

 

Figure 22. Example of speed data from GPS measurement vs. speed calculation from suggested method; v1= gps 

train speed at time point t1 [m/s], v2= gps train speed at time point t2 [m/s]. 

To quantify the acceleration uncertainty, the acceleration deviation was calculated (with 95 % 

confidence interval) according to: 
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𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛  ± 𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑣 =
𝑣1− 𝑣2

𝑡1−𝑡2
 ± 2𝜎𝑎    (5) 

 

If the speed error is independent (and uncorrelated) and the time difference constant, the standard 

deviation can be formulated: 

 

𝜎𝑎 = √𝑉 (
𝑣1− 𝑣2

𝑡1−𝑡2
) =  

√𝑉(𝑣1)+ 𝑉(𝑣2)−2𝐶(𝑣1,𝑣2)

𝑡1−𝑡2
=

√𝜎𝑣1
2 + 𝜎𝑣2

2

𝑡1−𝑡2
= √2

𝜎𝑣

𝑡1−𝑡2
     (6) 

 

𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑣 =  ±
2√2𝜎𝑣

𝑡1−𝑡2
     (7) 

 

Where: 

𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑  measured train acceleration with respect of uncertainties [m/s2] 

𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛  trains actual acceleration [m/s2] 

𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑣  acceleration deviation part [m/s2] 

𝜎𝑎  std of measured acceleration [m/s2] 
𝜎𝑣   std of measured speed [m/s] 

𝑡1  time point for speed measurement 1 [s] 

𝑡2  time point for speed measurement 2 [s] 

𝑣1  measured train speed at time point 1 [m/s] 

𝑣2  measured train speed at time point 2 [m/s] 

𝑉  variance 
C   covariance 
 

The acceleration deviation in equation (7) assumes that there is no uncertainty in the train clock. 

Further the time between speed samples affect the accuracy of the calculation. Increasing the 

measurement time (delta) gives a lower acceleration fault. However, the delta time is limited by the 

time span of the train acceleration or deceleration. Under normal traffic conditions the acceleration 

and braking rate are within ±1 m/s2. The suggested maximum limit for the method accuracy is set to 

±0.05 m/s2.   

3.3. Driveability systematic literature review 
A systematic literature review (SLR) was conducted to examine previous research carried out in the 

field of driveability and assessments in order to fulfill research objective 3. There are various 

methods for conducting literature reviews, and this work was carried out according to the following 

procedure. The literature review was divided into two parts. First, a database search was conducted, 

which is in line with standard procedures for systematic reviews such as Kitchenham (2004). 

Additional relevant literature was added by using the so-called snowball method, which is a method 

to find relevant literature by using the bibliography in key documents (Wohlin, 2014). 

3.3.1. Database search 

The three viewpoints of Kitchenham were applied on this specific topic: population, intervention, and 

outcome. The database search was then performed in Scopus and Spark Rail according to Table 3. A 

boolean search string was formulated so that each result included at least one of the search terms in 

each column. The operator * (asterisk) was used as a placeholder for several word terminations. The 

search was limited to publications written in English. However, specific reports about the ERTMS 

implementation experience in Sweden were also included, most of them in Swedish. In total, the 
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search resulted in a dataset of 156 publications (132 from database search and 24 from snowballing 

process). 

Table 3. Search terms related to the three viewpoints. 

Population Intervention Outcome 

Driver ERTMS Driveability 

Human ETCS Drivability 

Rail*  Driving Style 

Project*  Workload 

Infrastructure  Capacity 

    Efficiency 

 

3.3.2. Literature selection 

The literature selection was divided into three phases: title review, abstract review, and full-text-

review. The title review was performed to exclude papers that were not connected with railways or 

not relevant to the study. The title review started with the 132 publications. Of these, 55 publications 

were accepted to abstract review. The abstract review step was used to assess the relevance of the 

texts, and the inclusion criteria was formed as “publications which have a focus on the train driver, 

describe the assessment of driveability or driving style, and are related to ERTMS implementation”. 

The abstracts of the 55 publications were reviewed, and 21 were considered as relevant.  

The full-text review and initial analysis were conducted on the relevant publications. Of these, 11 

publications were accepted. During the full-text review, 24 further publications of potential interest 

to include in the dataset were identified by the so-called snowballing. The full-text of the snowball 

publications were reviewed with the same procedure as the initial full-text review, resulting in 17 

additional publications added to the dataset. In total 28 publications have been analyzed and served 

as base for the literature review. 

3.4. ERTMS and speed-filtering 
In this section the methodology to examine the effects of line speed profile filtering is presented. The 

methodology is focused on answering the research questions; effects on running time, brake 

behavior, train energy consumption, and driver workload.  

3.4.1. Filtering principles 

As mentioned, speed filtering is a method to suppress speed changes in the SSP. TRV suggests a time-

based principle of achieving this (Trafikverket, 2020c), and in Figure 23 an example of a 30 second 

speed filter is shown. The train must be able to reach its top speed (vmax) within 30 seconds, before 

starting the deceleration towards a new target with a more restrictive speed. If this condition cannot 

be met, a lower target speed (in steps of -5 km/h) is considered. If no alternative is found, the speed 

increase is removed from the SSP, and speed is set to ve. The time when the driver gets the speed 

signaling information is delayed due to train length consideration, and the acceleration starts when 

the whole train has passed the speed point. The main filter parameter is the filter time which is the 

subject for intervention.  
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Figure 23. 30 seconds speed filter principle where v0 is the starting speed, vmax is the proposed target speed, and 

sdelay represents the signaling train length delay. 

 

𝑡 =
𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦

𝑣0 
+ ∑

𝑣𝑛+1−𝑣𝑛

𝑎𝑛

𝑛=𝑚𝑎𝑥−1
𝑛=0 +

𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒−𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑐−𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑐

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
   (8) 

 

𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑐 = 𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 + ∑
𝑣𝑛+1

2 −𝑣𝑛
2

2𝑎𝑛

𝑛=𝑚𝑎𝑥−1
𝑛=0     (9) 

 

𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑐 =  (𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 − 𝑣𝑒

2)/ 2𝑎𝑑     (10) 

 

Where: 

𝑡 time for train to accelerate and keep its maximum speed 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 before starting its 

deceleration [s] 

𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑐 distance for the train to reach its maximum speed 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑐 distance for the train to decelerate from 𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 to its end speed 𝑣𝑒 

𝑎𝑑 train deceleration -0.6 [m/s2] (Trafikverket, 2020c) 

𝑎𝑛 train acceleration in interval n according to TRV type train [m/s2] 

𝑠𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 train length delay [m] 

𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥 maximum train speed during speed increase [m/s] 

𝑣𝑒 end speed [m/s] 

𝑣𝑛 train start speed in interval n [m/s] 

𝑛 interval n in train acceleration phase 
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3.4.2. Data collection – train simulator setup 

The overall idea was to examine the effect of speed filtering on the target areas described in section 

3.4. The filter time has been the subject for intervention, and three different filter times have been 

evaluated. This was approached by an experiment setup letting train drivers run the same railway 

section with different filter levels in a train driver simulator environment. The VTI train driver 

simulator, implementing a vehicle model in accordance with Bombardier Regina EMU (X55), was 

used. This is designed as a real driver’s cabin, which was assembled in a trailer and moved between 

the ERTMS operator driving centers. The driver cabin was equipped with a DMI, according to ERTMS 

standard (ERA, 2014), a 56 inch tv-screen showing the train front window view, an original Regina 

X55 driving stick and a driver dead man pedal. The inside and outside view is showed in Figure 24 and 

Figure 25. 

 

Figure 24. Inside view from the VTI train simulator with driver’s desk, DMI, and train front window view. 

 

Figure 25. Outside view with simulator trailer and monitoring van at Luleå station September 2021. 

41 licensed train drivers were invited to drive from Ramvik to Dynäs including a stop with passenger 

exchange at Kramfors station, according to Figure 26. This driving scenario was completed three 

times for each driver with three various speed profile interventions: none, a 30 s, and a 60 s speed 

filter respectively. These levels are referred to as unfiltered, low level, and high level.    
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Figure 26. Part of the Ådal line with starting point in Ramvik, stopping point at Kramfors station, and end point 
close to Dynäs (OpenStreetMap, 2022). 

3.4.3. Running time 

Running time was measured from track coordinate 445 000 meter to 459 000 meter, in total 14 km. 

The reason for this is to avoid effects of different driver start and stop behavior. In the real world this 

corresponds to start timing point short after Ramvik and stopping point before Kramfors. 

3.4.4. Distance to braking curve 

ETCS drivers are guided to the next target speed by the DMI. Starting from the permitted speed, the 

circular speed gauge will countdown according to the P-curve, see Figure 27. To compare the braking 

between the different filter levels, the margin to P-curve was measured. Measures are defined in 

Figure 28 where t1 is defined as the time span from the circular speed gauge countdown starting 

point to the permitted braking curve, and t2 is defined as the time span when reaching target speed. 

The measurements were performed at a speed discontinuity decrease from 125 to 85 km/h for 

unfiltered and the low level conditions, and 115 to 85 km/h for the high level. 
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Figure 27. ETCS speedometer, with analogue and digital speed pointer and circular speed gauge. The symbol in 
the right corner indicates “Full supervision” driver mode. 

 

Figure 28. Brake behavior parameters t1[s] and t2[s], train speed [km/h], line speed profile [km/h] and P-curve 
[km/h] in time domain. 

3.4.5. Energy consumption 

Train energy consumption is important when evaluating speed-filtering. Generally, it can be divided 

in three parts; traction energy, friction braking energy, and re-generated braking energy. 

Friction braking is the conventional train braking system, where the kinetic energy is dissipated as 

waste, mainly as heat and wear from wheels and brake pads. In trains with regenerative braking, the 

current in the electric motors is reversed, decelerating the train. Electricity generated is fed back into 

the catenary system and can be used by other trains. The regenerative braking system is train model 

dependent; some are fully automated using the optimal brake mixture between friction- and 

regenerative brake for a certain setpoint, while others are manual, leaving the decision of the brake 

mixture to the driver. There is no regenerative brake model implemented in the train simulator, and 

thus only energy consumption was measured. The train energy consumption is calculated for every 

simulator cycle. An overview of the parameters affecting the simulation is presented in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29. Train driver simulator energy consumption parameters.  

The calculation is performed according to equation 11. Ftrain is dependent of several parameters 

according to Figure 29, but is simplified in equation 11 as a function of n.  

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ 𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑛) ∙ 𝑣(𝑛) ∙ 𝑡(𝑛) ∙ 𝜂𝑛=𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑛=1     (11) 

 

Where: 

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 total train energy consumption from 1 to cycle n [Ws] 

𝑛 simulator cycle  

𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑛) sum of forces on train for cycle n [N].  

𝑣(𝑛) speed in cycle n [m/s] 

𝑡(𝑛) simulation time for cycle n [s] 

𝜂 energy efficiency factor 0.85 (Brandström, 2021) 

Available adhesion is calculated according to Curtis-Kniffler empirical formula (Curtius & Kniffler, 

1950). In the train running resistance, roll, curve, ventilation, aerodynamic, and slope resistance is 

considered. Where the rolling resistance includes ventilation and aerodynamic resistance. The 

rotating mass is not implemented in the simulator vehicle model and thus not taken into 

consideration.  

3.5. Capacity evaluation with RailSys 
RailSys is a commercial train traffic simulator used by TRV and signal planning consultants. The main 

purpose is design or redesign of ATC and ERTMS lines, ensuring operating time and punctuality. 

However, this software supports also timetable construction and route planning.  

Costs for infrastructure network development is high and the investments must be well planned and 

backed up with relevant investigations. RailSys and similar traffic simulation tools support this 

planning process, enabling planning and evaluation of infrastructure, timetable construction, and 

vehicle usage. The complexity of the railway system is high, and many of the influencing factors 

cannot be controlled. Perturbations is an area which is hard to foresee and have a big impact on 

capacity utilization. RailSys has a microsimulation approach where the railway infrastructure and 
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trains are modelled on a detailed level. Acceleration, deceleration, running resistance etc. is defined 

for the trains, while signaling points, gradients, curvature, turnouts, speed-profiles etc. are defined 

and positioned in the network. From a capacity aspect running times and occupation times of block 

sections can be estimated based on the infrastructure and vehicle configuration. A major function is 

to detect conflicts between trains. This is achieved by evaluation of a timetable with randomly 

applied delays. The delays can be divided in entry delays for trains entering the network (i.e., delayed 

to their first station), dwell time delays at stations and run time delays associated with the line which 

are based on historical delay data reflecting real operation. Several types of allowances can be 

defined. Run time allowance compensates for different driver behavior and dwell time allowance 

gives trains margins in their scheduled stops. These allowances can be used by the trains to recover 

from disruptions. 

3.5.1. Capacity ATC reduced braking rate 

For the capacity evaluation with RailSys, the first goal was to analyze the capacity consequences for 

ATC passenger trains with a reduced braking rate. To achieve this, the braking rate was changed from  

-0.6 m/s2 to -0.5 m/s2, however this parameter could equally well have been changed to -0.4 m/s2 

(see section 1.3.3). The Jönköping line was used as test track. The line is approximately 112 km long 

with five stops in Mullsjö, Jönköping, Huskvarna, Tenhult and Forserum, according to Figure 30.  

 

Figure 30. RailSys line section between Falköping and Nässjö at the Jönköping line and corresponding speed 
distance graph for an Alstom Coradia EMU. 

3.5.2. Capacity ERTMS for a cautious driving style 

The second goal was to analyze the capacity consequences of the driving behavior focused on ERTMS 

Level 2, comparing a braking pattern following the I-curve with traditionally P-curve braking. A part of 

Ådal line was used as test track. The test track is approximately 105 km long with two stops in 

Härnösand and Kramfors for the passenger trains, according to Figure 31. Freight trains are 

scheduled with stops at operation zones Hussjöby and Dynäs, according to Figure 32.  
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 Figure 31. RailSys line section between Timrå and Västeraspby at Ådal line and corresponding speed distance 
graph for an Alstom Coradia EMU. 

 

Figure 32. RailSys line section between Timrå and Västeraspby at Ådal line and corresponding speed distance 

graph for a freight train 2*Rc4 with 1200 tons load. 

3.5.3. Running time  

The running time is measured from start to stop, including stops at stations and operation zones in 

between. The dwell time for all stops is set to 1 second. Additional driving time (Run time allowance, 
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RailSys parameter RTAllow) is set to 0 %. This parameter setting avoids interference on running time 

from RailSys embedded driving behavior compensation.  

3.5.4. Headway  

Technical headway is measured with two target variables. Firstly, the total block occupation time is 

measured for the train, secondly the dimensioning headway is decided for the test line. The 

dimensioning headway is equal to the maximum block occupation time when comparing all test line 

block occupation times. The headway measurement parameters are defined according to Table 4. 

Table 4. Headway measurements and their definition.  

Headway measurement Description RailSys parameter 

Dimensioning headway 
Maximum of the block 

occupation times for the line 

𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒[𝑛]) where 

 n = 1…last block 

Total block occupation 
Sum of all block occupation 

times for the line 
∑ 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒[𝑛]

𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘

𝑛=1
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4. Scientific contributions and results 
With the methodology justified in section 3 the overall scientific contributions are described in this 

section. For specific and detailed results on the research questions presented in Table 2 it is referred 

to the corresponding paper and evaluation focus.  

4.1. Measurements on train driving behavior for lineside signaling 
In Paper 1 results are presented from field acceleration measurements on EMUs connected to 

different signal targets, braking curves, and compared to train traffic simulation tools.  

The main contribution of this paper consists of the figures obtained by train field measurements. TRV 

recommends a RailSys constant deceleration setting of -0.6 m/s2. Comparison with train 

measurements revealed that the EMU category seldom uses such high braking rates. This is one of 

the reasons behind the difference in simulated running-time and real run time. Results also showed 

that braking behavior differs depending on signal target, which is in line with Powell and Palacin 

(2016). 

Another aspect pinpointed is the difficulties of estimating the start and end of the braking phase, 

without any explicit definition, and how to determine the deceleration. This issue is also indicated by 

Powel and Palacin (2016), and one approach is presented in the paper. By using a straightforward 3-

point method, the deceleration can be quantified in the area where deceleration is somewhat 

constant. The definition is independent of the use of the brake controller and measures the pure 

deceleration independently of the reason for speed reduction (pure braking, air-, rolling-, curve-, 

slope resistance, etc.).   

4.2. Development of method for efficient train dynamics data collection for ERTMS  
In Paper 2 a new methodology for train dynamics data collection is presented, and the result from 

the field validation on Ådal line. 

The main contribution of this paper consists of the presentation of a new data collection method 

based on the standardized ETCS message protocol. With this solution, a new way to perform train 

measurements in an efficient way is provided. This method opens for research on train driving 

behavior and capacity. The result of the validation on Ådal line showed good correlation with GPS 

measurements. An acceleration accuracy on ±0.05 m/s2 can be reached under certain conditions. 

From an ETCS message log, speed, distance, time, and signaling can be determined. This is nothing 

astounding, however using the message log information to refine speed samples is a step towards 

using radio data to understand train driving behavior and connected capacity issues. The data 

collection method is cost-efficient as a considerable time saving process can be applied for ETCS data 

collections. 

4.3. A systematic literature review in the field of ERTMS driveability  
In Paper 3 the direction was on a systematic literature review of ERTMS driveability to investigate 

research objective 3.  

One of the main contributions of the systematic literature review is the clarification of the concepts 

driving style, driving strategy, and driveability. The study reveals that driveability originates from 

both technological, organizational, and train driver aspects. Assessment of the line speed profile 

design is an important step towards providing good driveability when using ERTMS. Problems during 
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this phase have negative consequences for the train driver workload, driving style, and braking 

behavior. Frequent speed changes also have a negative impact on the function of the ETCS DMI, as 

the overload of information confuses the train driver.  

Most of the driveability assessment methods found during the SLR were based on costly and time-

demanding analysis done after project implementation. There is a need for a more theoretical 

approach to include driveability analysis early in the network planning. Promising methods to assess 

driveability, identified during this study, are based in cognitive task analysis (CTA) of the train driver 

and combined with other measures such as simulations. One identified problem in predicting the 

driver behavior, is the ETCS braking behavior. The braking simplifications done today are based on 

theoretical reasoning. This increases the need of efficient measurement methods (addressed in 

Paper 2) as a basis for valid driveability assessments. 

4.4. Impact of ERTMS speed-filtering on driving behavior 
In Paper 4 a train simulator study is performed, presenting effects on driver workload, capacity, and 

energy consumption from different line speed profiles. 

The study shows that speed filtering pays off. By asking real drivers to perform driver tasks under 

different speed conditions, the importance of performing driveability assessment is shown. A speed 

assessment should be a natural part of a signal planning project before taking an ETCS line into 

operation. In a simulated EMU, drivers were intervened with three different line speed profiles on a 

19 km stretch based on real track data. It was found that differences in running time are small, that 

these small time-gains imply a high energy consumption cost, and that drivers tend to drive close to 

the I-curve in the braking phase. According to their self-estimated rating the drivers experienced 

their performance highest with the most filtered profile (high level filter). 

In summary a certain filter level is required to get capacity, energy, and workload effects. However, 

there are reasons applying both high- and low level of filter. A high level filter decreases the driver 

workload and vehicle energy consumption but removes speed increases that could be used to catch 

up with timetable delays. Other lessons learned is that a low filter alternative is often a good 

practice. These filters remove speed-increases that are difficult to take advantage of due to the 

characteristics of the trains and ETCS system, and the coexisting time-gain is negligible. 

4.5. Impact of driver brake behavior on ATC and ERTMS capacity  
In this section the results from the ATC and ERTMS capacity evaluation is presented. 

4.5.1. Running time and headway for ATC reduced braking rate 

In Table 5 RailSys running times and headway for three types of passenger train configuration are 

presented. The test track is 112 km with five stops for passenger trains. 
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Table 5. Running time and headway for three types of passenger trains. 

Train configuration 
STH 

[km/h] 

Braking 

percent 

[%] 

Braking 

rate 

[m/s2] 

Running time 

[hh:mm:ss] 

Total 

occupation 

time [s] 

Dimensioning 

headway [s] 

Rc6 + 300 ton 160 141 -0.6 01:01:22 7159 397 

X55, Bombardier Regina 200 151 -0.6 00:59:44 6653 382 

X62, Alstom Coradia 180 151 -0.6 00:59:06 6512 385 

Rc6 + 300 ton 160 141 -0.5 01:01:52 7781 397 

X55, Bombardier Regina 200 151 -0.5 01:00:04 7266 392 

X62, Alstom Coradia 180 151 -0.5 00:59:25 7132 387 

 

Differences in running time shows a time increase of 1 % for a reduced braking rate -0.5 m/s2. The 

headway measurements show a capacity decrease of 0-3 % depending on train type. For total 

occupation time an increase is seen with 9-10 %.  

4.5.2. Running time and headway for ERTMS reduced braking rate 

In Table 6 RailSys running times and headway for four types of train configuration are presented. The 

test track is 105 km with two stops for both passenger and freight trains.  

Table 6. Running time and headway for four types of train configuration. 

Train configuration 
STH 

[km/h] 

Braking 

percent 

[%] 

Braking 

curve 

followed 

Running time 

[hh:mm:ss] 

Total 

occupation 

time [s] 

Dimensioning 

headway [s] 

2*Rc4 + 1200 ton 100 83 P-curve 01:16:28 10340 298 

Rc6 + 300 ton 160 141 P-curve 01:02:00 7493 253 

X55, Bombardier Regina 200 151 P-curve 00:59:23 7131 252 

X62, Alstom Coradia 180 151 P-curve 00:59:28 7262 253 

2*Rc4 + 1200 ton 100 83 I-curve 01:17:03 10693 305 

Rc6 + 300 ton 160 141 I-curve 01:02:42 7836 258 

X55, Bombardier Regina 200 151 I-curve 01:00:06 7471 256 

X62, Alstom Coradia 180 151 I-curve 01:00:15 7609 257 

 

Differences in running time shows a time increase on 0.8-1.3 % when going from P-curve braking to I-

curve braking. The difference depends on the train category, where the EMUs are more affected by 

braking patterns due to more changes in the line speed profile for this train category.  
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The headway measurements show a decrease of capacity of 1.6-2.3 % depending on train type. The 

maximum headway is represented by the freight train. For total occupation time an increase is seen 

with 3.4-4.8 %, where the higher values are represented by the EMUs. Freight trains (category A) use 

a more restrictive line speed profile than the EMUs (category B) which is the reason for less increase 

in total occupation time.  
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5. Discussion 
There is a need to increase the rail capacity to face increasing traffic. In the paradigm going from 

intermittent signaling to continuous signaling it is important to gain capacity, or at least keep the 

same level of capacity. In this thesis, results are presented regarding quantification of capacity 

factors connected to train driving and signaling and a solution for efficient data collection of 

continuous ETCS signaling. An efficient data collection is a prerequisite for understanding ETCS in 

terms of capacity factors connected to train driving and signaling. With a predominant focus on 

ERTMS, the European joint signaling project, some of the results in this thesis may be directly applied 

to other European countries. 

In this section, the results of each objective are discussed in relation to previous literature and 

methods chosen. This is followed by a general discussion of future work.  

5.1. Methods and limitations 
Concerning the first objective, the ATC drivers braking rate was significantly lower than expected. 

This is in line with results from Palacin et .al (2016)  and Bešinović et .al. (2013). The experimental 

ATC field study was performed with EMUs at a single-track line. How the results align with freight 

traffic, locomotive passenger trains or a double track is still unclear. The intervention has been to 

expose train drivers to different brake targets keeping the timetable and pre-signaling constant. An 

effect of the pre-signaling distance for the intermittent ATC signaling on how close the driver is to the 

braking curves can be expected, as well as of the timetable on deceleration and acceleration rates. 

These are relevant topics for future research. 

The results connected to the second objective revealed that the train dynamic and signaling 

measurement method is valid and efficient compared to traditional methods (used by for example 

Powell  & Palacin, 2016; Köhler & Knutsen, 2017; Rosberg & Thorslund, 2020). This remote method 

adds a new area of use for ETCS data, in the same manner as other studies (Sondi, Berbineau, Kassab, 

& Mariano, 2013), and may be applied by other European countries. Both train types used in the 

validation process are configured with modern odometer systems. This implies that the impact of slip 

and adhesion is expected to be lower than for example for a freight train or locomotive passenger 

train with only tachometers. The focus has been to present a new radio-based method, intended for 

driving behavior measurements. Model tuning aspects have been considered outside the scope of 

this project. The accuracy presented is achieved with certain constraints and must be further 

investigated to be valid for all types of trains. 

The third objective was to investigate and increase knowledge in the field of ERTMS driveability. In 

this systematic literature review, the scope was set to ERTMS driveability and driveability 

assessments. This was considered a sufficiently delimited subject and connected to the current signal 

planning discussions in Sweden. The literature scope is to some extent constrained by the choice of 

database, in this case Scopus and Spark Rail, and the keywords. The snowballing process have been 

one way of broadening the search scope, including areas as DAS, ATO, and driving strategies. From a 

retrospective point of view, the keyword attention could have been included in the database search 

as a supplement to the keyword workload. The influence of for example the timetable or driving 

strategies on driveability are also important topics, however not within the scope of this study. 

For the fourth objective, a ETCS speed-filter was examined from a driveability view of point. Speed 

filtering had a positive effect on workload, such that with a certain level of speed filtering, the train 

drivers reported increased performance. Accordingly, a certain filter level is required to get capacity, 
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energy, and workload effects. Higher age was related to less boredom and a decreased wish to do 

something more exciting, which is in line with previous research on boredom and stimulation seeking 

across the adult life span (Giambra, Camp, & Grodsky, 1992).  Energy measures revealed that 

consumption is increased with the decreased running time, which is in line with results from a 

Swedish study (Ghaviha, Bohlin, Holmberg, Dahlquist, & Skoglund, 2017). A Regina EMU train was 

used, which is a commonly used train setup for regional train traffic in Sweden. However, whether 

the results account for other train categories needs to be verified. There is also a motive to extend 

the energy measurements with regenerated traction power. The subjective workload estimates may 

be extended with complementary visual distribution measurements to enable determination of the 

effects from different filter levels. From the European horizon, the results may be applicable for 

redesigned signaling projects.   

In the fifth objective the capacity effects of a more restrictive driving behavior for lineside ATC and 

ERTMS is investigated. For ERTMS four types of trains, EMU, high-speed passenger train, locomotive 

passenger train and a freight train are simulated. However, for ATC no freight train is used. The 

reasons for this is that the braking behavior for this train category is not known. 

5.2. Future research 
Based on the work presented in this thesis, the continuation includes two evident research topics, 

which should both be of interest for all countries with ERTMS signaling. 

The radio protocol-based measurement method will be used to examine train driving behavior for 

different types of trains and traffic conditions, especially braking behavior in relation to the 

standardized ETCS braking curves. This is useful for creating good predictions in future driving 

assessments, but also in the development of ATO (Corman, Trivella, & Keyvan-Ekbatani, 2021). The 

ETCS brake behavior may be approximated by using the P-curve. However, drivers are more likely to 

brake somewhere between the I-curve and W-curve. This has been verified to a certain extent in the 

train driver simulator study included in this thesis. Nevertheless, this new method enables effective 

and extensive field studies with different interventions such as timetable, signaling points, train 

types, and weather conditions. The results will contribute to refining timetables and capacity 

allocation. In the capacity analysis towards ATO, the method plays a valuable role where adequate 

capacity gains can be foreseen. 

The second future research topic originates from the train driver simulator study. During 2021 TRV 

introduced ETCS trackside with Baseline 3 version at the Ådal line. This transition led to train 

operators upgrading their onboard software to the same level of operation. From the onboard 

perspective, there are different versions to choose between. In the onboard version 3.6 major DMI 

changes and brake curve indications are changed compared to earlier versions. The driving state Pre-

Indication Monitoring (PIM) is removed and replaced by a more restrictive indication curve (UNISIG, 

2016). New DMI functions are introduced were targets always are displayed with its target speed and 

graphically connected to the brake indication marker in a new way. This will likely affect the driver to 

some extent, and there are reasons to expect an even more restrictive brake behavior. How these 

DMI changes affect the visual focus is also of interest and important from a safety perspective.  
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6. Conclusions 
A general conclusion from this PhD project is that this research field is of great concern when it 

comes to maintain and expand railway efficiency. The technical development in signaling is high, and 

the consequences in driveability and capacity are from many perspectives unknown. Studies 

conducted and results revealed have contributed to increase the knowledge as well as pointing out 

new research outlooks in the field of train signaling. More specifically, the project has resulted in the 

following conclusions. 

Passenger train braking is performed more smoothly than expected, both for lineside ATC and 

ERTMS. This implies an optimistic view of rail capacity in Sweden, and a need for calibration of 

capacity simulation tools. This knowledge has been shared with experts at TRV rail planners’ forums.  

The new remote-data logging method for ETCS trains was successful itself, and the data collection 

revealed that the release speed has a high impact on the train deceleration. This remote method was 

developed in the perspective of inefficient traditional train data collections based on onboard 

equipment and initiates a framework for future research based on feedback from real ERTMS traffic. 

Processing the line speed profile with a sparing speed filter saves energy and removes unnecessary 

speed increases without losing line capacity or negatively affecting workload. This is an important 

finding in the coming rollout of ETCS, especially on retrofitted lines with traditional lineside signaling. 

Capacity evaluation revealed 1 % increase in running time using a more realistic braking rate for 

traditional lineside signaling in Sweden, and approximately 1 % increase in running time for a more 

realistic ETCS braking rate. This finding shall be weighed against other measurements and actions by 

capacity planners. 

From a method perspective, the train driver simulator enables comprehensive driver behavior 

studies, where safety regulations normally constrain real train setups. A simulator study can be setup 

with high internal validity, facilitating background variables as train individuals, train types, 

timetable, speed-profiles, weather, adhesion, traffic situations and train-route to be controlled in a 

degree that is hard to achieve in a field experiment. 
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